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Intregrated 5-Hz Orbit Feedback 
Studies

 Look at emittance growth through Linac+BDS 
with distributed 5Hz feedback sytem (slow orbit 
drift effects).

 Work primarily done by L. Hendrickson c.2005
 Based on SLC experience and NLC 

simulations.
 Results based on ~Snowmass ILC design



  

5 Hz Feedback Simulations



  

Feedback Setup



  

IP Position / Size During FB



  

IP Beamsize Growth

 12% ignoring ”undulator effect”



  

BDS Inter-Pulse Dynamics

 Understand additional contribution to luminosity loss 
by fast inter-pulse motion, and details of IP beam-
beam interaction dynamics.

  ”Staticly” misalign machine, apply error + GM etc, 
tune muliple seeds with FB, pick one with ~design 
luminosity. Then apply 0.2s GM and mechanical 
vibration, apply fast intra-pulse feedbacks and look at 
luminosity performance across 100 seeds.

  Work done by myself on ~Snowmass → RDR 
timescale c.2005-2007, continued by J. Resta-Lopez 
@ Oxford.



  

IP Beam-Beam Dynamics



  

BDS Fast Feedback Systems (1)



BDS FFB Location

 2 Kicker / BPM pairs to straighten train and remove jitter at entrance to BDS.
 FB-1:

 Kicker: upstream QMBSY2
 BPM: upstream QD90C

 FB-2:
 Kicker: upstream QD90C
 BPM: upstream QD90

FB-1

FB-2



Incoming Jitter from LINAC

 Vertical positions/angles of bunch train exiting LINAC (subtract mean values to get 
real offsets- 2 bits of beamline modeled separately in simulation).

 200 Seeds of 0.2s model ‘K’ GM + 100nm Quad jitter.
 (1 sigma y = 2.6 um at BDS entrance)

+/- 0.7 
um

+/- 4.0 
um

+/- 0.02 urad

+/- 0.07 urad



BDS Fast Feedback Systems (2)



Luminosity Feedback



GW (<RDR) Simulation



Simulation Results



JRL Simulations (>RDR)



Simulation Results



BDS Collimator Wakefields



FD Jitter Tolerance Studies

 Asses jitter tolerance on final cryomodule 
containing QD0/SD0.

 Calculate lumi-loss based on IP beam-beam 
offset and beam-growth through off-center 
passage through SD0.

 Use Lucretia + GUINEA-PIG to measure LUMI 
loss criteria for QD0/SD0 offset with IP fast-
feedback compensating.



IP Fast Feedback Treatment



Final Doublet + Kicker Layout



Effect of SD0/QD0 Offset



Luminosity vs. QD0/SD0 Jitter 
and Kick Distance



Tracking Simulation Results with RMS 
Offsets of Both FD Cryomodules



FFS De-Tuning Effect from Orbit 
Drift (ATF2 study)
 Simulate component jitter + GM (fitted to ATF 

measurements) on initially tuned beamline.
 Include orbit feedbacks



Beam Size Growth



Long Timescale Performance



Summary

 BDS tuning 
simulation shows 
median lumi 
overhead of ~15% 
given 6nm emittance 
budget.

 Slow dynamics gives 
~12% lumi loss

 Fast dynamics gives 
~8 % lumi loss



Summary

 But, BDS tuning simulation done including 
effects of GM + jitter
 Need to take care of FFS, including SEXT effects 

and dynamic detuning etc, then get better results 
than predicted by earlier simulations

 Just need to absorb ~6% emittance growth from 
Linac section + 8% fast dyamic growth

 This together with BDS luminosity overhead gives a 
simulation where ~60% of simulated seeds produce 
design luminosity.

 But, simulations on variety of lattices, non of 
which are current, needs updating...
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